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Recent reader comments and questions beg these two subject topics, which are not necessarily 

related, but for some things can be. Manifestation has been discussed before on 

TheAmendment.net however it's worth a re-visit, this topic coming soon. 

 

General views, impression & image of the HCPs are negative, where & whenever the cult, the 

illuminati or the new world order get attention. Most of this emotion goes nowhere any human 

can detect, because HCPs are not an identifiable group. Inquiring minds want to know, of course, 

what they do and/or have done to affect humanity. 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, can you list specific things the HCPs have done, or known 

historical events they brought about? 

C: Yes, however the far greater part of what they do is not related to specific incidents, 

occurrences, events or happenings. The much larger part of what they do, is to influence to the 

point of strict control in some matters, the general ebb & flow of political and economic 

tendencies.  

 

To provide a brief list, the controlling behind-the-scenes influencers assassinated USA President 

Kennedy, removed Donald Trump from office by engineering a pandemic and recruited Barack 

Obama to run for president of the USA. 

 

Q: How about wars? 

C: No, the HCPs do not set up conditions of war or attempt to instigate them.  

 

Q: What about economic policy? 

C: This is their reason for being, because money is the means through which human 

behavior is reflected and controlled.  

 

Q: What policies do they influence or control? 

C: Interest rates, money supply, specific loans and many investment arrangements. 

 

Q: What sort of investment arrangements? 

C: Not well known or understood by the general public are the manner & methods monetary 

authorities create money, then extinguish it. The well-studied, publicly known methods are the 

printing press which long ago became electronic and the increase in interest rates, interest 

collected being destroyed to reduce the money supply. 

 

The HCPs skim the supposedly destroyed money, but investments large and small are the source 

of borrowing which create interest payments. 

 

Q: Federal reserve member banks paying interest to the USA's federal reserve, are a source 

of HCP wealth? 

C: Yes. The creation of money is legitimate. Attempting to interfere with this process would 

be found out or become extremely complicated to cover up. At the other end of the federal 

reserve's activities, interest paid as the source of funds to be extinguished is the far better source, 

because the money is intended to be disappeared. It seems to, as far as the federal reserve knows. 

 



Q: How do the HCPs control society this way? 

C: Sooner or later and often sooner, popular trends involve businesses, information about 

them or information as the business itself. The HCPs do not care much for the popular trends 

themselves one way or the other; they care about a compliant population that continues to 

patronize certain business or industries thus maintain the money cycle. Think of water and how it 

circulates from oceans to clouds and back to the oceans. The HCPs want clouds, skim from them 

and use that wealth to influence the masses who make the oceans. 

 

Q: What kinds of wealth do the HCPs accumulate this way? 

C: Hundreds of billions per person at the low end, key leaders in the trillion US dollar range. 

 

Q: What happens with this wealth? 

C: It is used to tempt & to reward. 

 

Q: How the heck can they do this? 

C: The money is supposed to be destroyed, thus disappear. Nobody looks for the ashes, 

shreds or remains of equipment decommissioned, then sold as scrap. Nobody looks for destroyed 

money, either. Who do you know that seeks trash, frequents landfills or regularly visits a dump? 

Consider these examples we mention are physical; when the physicality is no longer an issue, the 

ease of control increases.  

 

Q: What happens when the HCPs identify a key target with authority they would like to 

corrupt, offer money but get turned down? 

C: The HCPs usually find another target, and typically secure an asset quickly. Humans like 

money. Where the key player bursts onto the scene without enough advance notice to allow him, 

or her, to be turned to their will, a combination of lures & threats is used.  

 

Q: Do the HCPs react badly when turned down? 

C: No, this is childishly counter-productive.  

 

Q: Do the HCPs practice much assassination, or any? 

C: No, but will do it for self-preservation. Careful yet efficient compartmentalization of 

authorities & information prevents the formation of risk. 

 

Q: In what do the HCPs invest? 

C: Nothing; no legitimate or criminal business can produce cash flow much less returns on 

investment which come close to what can be taken from destroyed money. 

 

Q: Okay then how much money is taken from central bank destroyed funds? 

C: All of it.  

            ?!??? 
Q: How can they do this? 

C: HCPs created the money destruction procedures. No outsider could ever detect what 

happens.  

 

Q: This isn't stealing? 

 



C: What is being thrown away, destroyed or disposed of is trash. Taking trash is not stealing, 

if the intent to get rid of something permanently is present. So you see, no need ever exists to 

invest, sell such investment or realize cashflow from it.  

 

Q: They take ALL the money supposedly extinguished by monetary authorities? 

C: The ones they control, yes. If the destroyed funds were split or divided, what goes to one 

place would suggest a trail of other portions leads to a different or several places. It is all 

supposed to disappear, so it does.  

 

Q: The HCPs have a network of people to carry out their work? 

C: Extensive and many times redundant, yes. 

 

Q: Why don't they forget about the command & control aspects of their existence and just 

enjoy the money? 

C: Spoken from the perspective of a person whose money is limited. We can assure you, if 

you were exposed to enough money, the mechanisms and the effects of it for sufficient time, 

seasoning & exposure, the enjoyment of money would cease to be enjoyment. Nobody enjoys 

money, they enjoy things and activities other humans provide in return for money.  

 

Q: So why do the HCPs manipulate public policy? 

C: They are deluded into believing their desire for goodness and benevolence affords them 

authority to bring it about, and this includes the elimination of resistance. They recruit from 

among people who believe in their hearts that centralized solutions, centralized authority and big 

pushes are the best way to get things done.  

 

Q: They don't want to start wars? 

C: No, end but ideally prevent them. They mistakenly believe that human societies, if left to 

their own, will abuse other groups for advantage and thus create resentment among the abused. 

The horror of the USA's civil war, where states of the south created a federation and seceded 

from the nation, brough about the HCP idea is that the central government's attempts to control 

states brought about the rebellion, where only war would quell the resistance and allow the 

nation to remain intact. Their goal is to prevent massive swings one way or the other, through 

control of interests which might come to oppose one another, by squashing dissent long before it 

can metastasize.  

 

Q: It sounds as if they have noble intentions gone awry, in fact gone way wrong. 

C: But not to themselves.  

 

Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee.  

C: Welcome are you always, return soon for our information on manifestation. 

 

 


